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by Terri C. Smith

While familiar with cut-up and collage in
modern art history and poetry, I found out
something unexpected about the term when
in conversations with others about the title
for this exhibition. During talks with
the Franklin Street Works team and friends,
mostly younger than myself, I discovered,
anecdotally anyway, my understanding that
the term cut-up has a second meaning of being
a “joker” is fading as a common meaning for
the phrase. In addition to a cut-up being
a poem, film, sound piece or artwork created
via cutting up source material and recombining it to make something new, I grew up
hearing that a cut up was also someone
who is a mischievously humorous person such
as the class clown. This brand of prankster usually disrupts order by shifting focus
away from a predetermined authority figure
such as a teacher, speaker, performer or
athlete and often employs practical jokes
in the process, briefly inserting activities
(let’s say a whoopi cushion) that create
tension and /or confusion through their inappropriate, fish-out-of-water nature.

Writer and curator Lucy Lippard who began
her career in the 1960’s, argued in 1981
that collage and cut up--in the most expansive sense of these terms--can reconnect
art to life and even create “new realities”.
In the “This Up Against That” section of
her essay “Hot Potatoes: Art and Politics
in 1980,” Lippard writes:

If we agree the cut up is a person who shifts
focus from a sanctioned authority figure
as a way to challenge expectations or the
status quo, and who often uses unwieldy
juxtapositions of materials, language and
actions, perhaps this analogy is a useful
one for entering and exploring Katie Vida’s
“Cut-Up: Contemporary Collage and Cut-Up
Histories through a Feminist Lens”. Observing how these artists layer imagery, text,
materials and sound, one can argue that they
shift focus from the safety of the marketdriven and celebrity courting “blue chip”
works and spectacle infused projects that
comprise so much of the art world. These
artists also create tension by disrupting
narrative and shattering formal devices
such as balanced compositions and familiar
art historical allusions. This skepticism
and eschewing of “traditional” media as
a feminist strategy began with second wave
feminist artists in the late 1960’s. At
that time they embraced newer media such as
performance, film, and ephemeral sculpture,
in part, to bypass patriarchal histories tied
to more codified media. In other words new
times and new voices called for new media.

Out of this context it is interesting to
think about feminist writer Lucy Lippard’s
intriguing account from a 1974 interview,
upon learning that her women’s group around
that time (formed out of the developing
women’s rights movements of the 1960’s -1970’s
and newly established feminist art organizations such as Women Artists in Revolution
(WAR), Ad Hoc Women Artists’ Committee,
Art Workers’ Coalition (AWC), among others)
were all quietly involved in the making
of collage as an ongoing part of their work.5
Lippard described this realization:
We had a meeting once that was utterly
fascinating, where we, about 35 of
us, sat... around the circle and we
each talked about our work and just
described what we were doing, no slides
or anything, and time after time
people would say, ‘well I do large
geometric bright colored paintings’ or
‘great big sculptures,’and then there
would be this pause and they’d say
‘and then in private, or in the summer,
or in my own time... I make little
collages’...By the time we got around
the circle everybody who had said that
was aware of it, there was immense
attention and excitement about that.6

The title of the show not only attests to
the gestural role of the cut as signifier of
physically and socially disruptive acts,
it also reflects the problematic limitations
of a white male-centric historical narrative. By reflecting new genealogies of cut-up
and collage that are also intentionally
focused on forging diverse perspectives and
approaches to these media, my hope is that
new stories will emerge and become catalysts
for broadened conversations and interest
in this subject. As artist and film director
Lynn Hershman Leeson noted in her poignant
documentary ! Women Art Revolution:
Time is an active ingredient in the
composition of any history. One of the
vestiges of freedom that we all have
as human beings is to choose our attitudes despite adversity, to choose
to refresh and rescript every circumstance into sustained and creative
opportunities.2
Collage, though linked to folkloric and
ephemeral display in the 19th century, became
a “modern” process by 1914 through Cubist
investigations that incorporated day-to-day
materials such as newspaper, string, and
various found materials.3
Throughout the 1950’s-1960’s collage techniques became increasingly more environmental
and installation-based through Happenings,
performances stemming out of investigations
of materials in “dense object-clogged

One might, both through the history of
feminist Happenings and the seemingly diminutive but crucial practices of collage
as day-to-day activity, see the breadth of
how collage is examined in this exhibition,
from Carolee Schneemann’s Body Collage (1967),
to Ruth Anderson’s sound work SUM (State of the
Union Message) (1973), Janice Tanaka’s video Beaver
Valley (1980), Faith Ringgold’s story quilt
Subway Graffiti #2 (1987), and Susan Howe’s From ‘Tom
Tit Tot’ (2014), among others.

and appropriated texts being physically
cut apart, usually in a collaging process
that uses scissor and adhesives such as
tape or glue. This form of deconstruction
has its roots in the 20th century avant-garde
movements such as Futurism, Dada, and
Surrealism, later appropriated in the United
States in the 1950’s. In the context of
the show, works such as Lorraine O’Grady’s
Cutting Out The New York Times (excerpts)(1977/2015),
Dodie Bellamy’s Cunt Norton (2013), Phyllis
Baldino’s The Unknown Series (1994-1996), Carrie
Moyer and Sheila Pepe’s Women’s History Month
Commemorative Stamps, US Postal Service, Lesbian Art Division
(2008), and others present a diverse trajectory of the cut-up in contemporary practice.
The exhibited works range in media including
video, performance document, poetry, painting, Internet, printed matter, sculpture,
sound art, and installation. The cut itself
is the technology through which these artists
address and manipulate language and image.
Through an additive and/or reductive process
of developing fresh visual and linguistic
spaces, the artists in this exhibition show
a commitment to breaking apart what is seemingly codified to engage in alternative
visions, in which new cultural and political
forms of address are highlighted.
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The cut-up in this show specifically addresses the scaffolding of an original text
or element, appropriated or self-authored.
These texts or visuals are then removed
from their context and juxtaposed toward a
new, sometimes non-linear or non-narrative
end. The literary cut-up involves found
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Those invested in a perpetual formal
evolution in art protected from the
germs of real life won’t like my suspicion that the most meaningful work
in the 1980’s may depend heavily on that
still pumping heart of 20th century
art alienation--the collage esthetic,
or what Gene Swenson called ‘The Other
Tradition’. Perhaps it will be only
the alienated and socially conscious
minority that will pursue this, and
perhaps... the need for collage will be
transcended. Obviously I mean collage
in the broadest sense, not pasted papers
or any particular technique, but the
‘juxtaposition of unlike realities to
create a new reality.’ Collage as dialectic. Collage as revolution. ‘Collage
of Indignation.’ Collage as words and
images exposing the cultural structure
of a society in which art has been
turned against itself and against the
public.

CUT-UP:
Contemporary Collage
and CUT-UP Histories
Through a Feminist Lens
January 16 – April 3, 2016

This passage gives the reader many ways
to consider collage, and also reflects
the spirit and attitudes of the works in
this exhibition, but in this instance,
I would also add to Lippard’s list: collage as aesthetic rabble-rouser; as art
scene trickster; as audience bodhisattva;
as critical philosopher; as activist;
as marginalized voice calling bullshit;
and as the joker or jester.
With “Cut-Up” Katie Vida brings together a
multigenerational group of feminist-informed
artists who juxtapose in order to create
new meanings through deconstruction and
reconstruction. Seen as a group, the diversity and effectiveness of both the formal
meaning of “cut-up” and the colloquial
understanding of the word as a disorderly
character are juxtaposed. This makes
for an exhibition where the strategy of
cutting up and recomposing operates in tandem with the impulse to shift focus from
the dominant narratives of contemporary art
and life, creating new realities through
the disruption of our expectations.

settings...made, assembled, or found, or
all three.”4 Performance works by artists
such as Carolee Schneemann, Yayoi Kusama,
Marta Minujín, Yoko Ono and many other women
investigated their bodies as vehicles
for transformation and transcendence within
constructed, often labor intensively manipulated environments.

Carrie Moyer and Sheila Pepe, Women’s History Month Commemorative
Stamps, US Postal Service, Lesbian Art Division, 2008, Image courtesy of
the artists.

Introduction

Feminism and art have had a strong, often
shared, history of reacting to racial,
class, and gender inequalities at moments
of historic and cultural turmoil. This
exhibition looks at the strategies of collage and cut-up, as well as their montage
and assemblage tracings in video, film, and
sculpture, as methods that artists use
to create new models and critique the status
quo. By breaking images and language apart
this strategy reconstitutes them into new
orders that resist sanctioned visual forms
and assumed points of view. As feminist
writer, poet, and playwright, Hélène Cixous,
declared in “The Laugh of the Medusa” at
a burgeoning cultural and political moment
of social upheaval in 1975, it was time for
women to write their own experiences, enabled in their work to “break up, to destroy,
and to foresee the unforeseeable,” as a
radical interruption, inclusive of divergent
cultural narratives.1

People Like Us, Welcome Abroad Album Art, 2011.
Image courtesy of the artist.

8 “The Unknown Series (excerpts).” Electronic Arts Intermix:
People Like Us
Carolee Schneemann
Phyllis Baldino. Accessed December 2, 2015. http://www.
Vicki Bennett has been working across the field of
Carolee Schneemann is a visual artist living in New
eai.org/title OrderingFees.htm?id=3925.
audio-visual collage, and is recognized as an influential
Paltz, NY. Known for her discourses on gender, sexuality,
and pioneering figure in the still growing area of
and identity through an exploration of bodily taboos
9
Buuck, David. “Dodie Bellamy by David Buuck. BOMB
sampling, appropriation and cutting up of found footage
and cultural biases in art history, Schneemann’s
Magazine. 2014 Accessed December 10, 2015. http://bomband archives. Working under the name People Like Us,
practice involves painting, performance, film, and video.
magazine.org/article/7463/dodie-bellamy
Bennett specializes in the manipulation and reworking of
Using her own body as her primary medium, Schneemann
original sources from both the experimental and popular
asserts the agency of women, in opposition to more
10 “New Narrative.” Wikipedia. Accessed December 11, 2015.
worlds of music, film and radio. People Like Us believe
traditional historical representations of women merely
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Narrative.
in open access to archives for creative use. In 2006 she
as nude objects. She holds a MFA from the University of
was the first artist to be given unrestricted access
Illinois, a BFA from Bard College, and an Honorary
11 Higgs, Christopher. “Colonized on Every Level: An
to the entire BBC Archive. People Like Us have previously
Doctor of Fine Arts degrees from California Institute
Interview with Dodie Bellamy.” The Paris Review. Accessed
shown work at Tate Modern, Whitechapel Gallery, The
of the Arts and Maine College of Art.
December 2, 2015. http://www.theparisreview.org/blog/tag/
Barbican, Centro de Cultura Digital, Sydney Opera House,
new-narrative/
Schneemann’s Body Collage, a “movement-event” from 1967,
Royal Albert Hall, Pompidou Centre, Maxxi and Sonar,
is this exhibition’s earliest work. In this black and
Anderson’s pioneering collage-based sound works of
and performed radio sessions for John Peel and Mixing It.
12 McLane, Maureen N. “Susan Howe, The Art of Poetry No. 97.”
white silent film, Schneemann paints her body in wallthe 1970’s speak to the accumulative and often jarring
The ongoing sound art radio show ‘DO or DIY’ on WFMU has
Paris Review. 2012. Accessed December 2, 2015 http://www.
theparisreview.org/interviews/6189/the-art-of-poetrypaper paste and molasses, after which she moves around
aural signals that inform and shape our culture. In
had over a million “listen again” downloads since 2003.
no-97-susan-howe
DUMP, (1970) a “sonic diary,” as Anderson puts it,
frenetically in her studio, covering herself in cut apart
In Foell’s work, literary subtext often serves as a
The People Like Us back catalogue is available for free
features a collaged progression of songs from WWI to the
white printer paper that blankets the studio floor. These
lynchpin to her installations. She creates large, bright,
download hosted by UbuWeb.
1960’s with tape sounds and electronic interference, or
actions create what she describes as “a physicalized
atmospheric paintings and installations that include
13 Vitiello, Stephen. “Jennie C. Jones by Stephen Vitiello.”
BOMB Magazine. 2012. Accessed December 4, 2015. http://
“dump sounds.” SUM (State of the Union Message), (1973) takes its
corporal collage,” adding, “my intention was not simply
works on paper, her texts, books, and occasional ephemera
Bennett’s moniker, People Like Us, traces pop cultural
bombmagazine.org/article/6274/jennie-c-jones
structure from the time frame of a presidential address.
to collage my body (as an object), but to enact movement
such as flowers. Her basic interest lies in the demystihistories through unlikely aural and visual juxtaposiIn it, the collaging of recontextualized television
so that the collage image would be active, found,
fication of painting. She insists that painting on a
tion. Her sound collages engage with sources ranging
14 Graiwer, Sarah. Lee Lozano: Dropout Piece. 1st ed. London:
Afterall, 2014. 18.
program and commercial fragments both cite and deflect
not predetermined or posed.”23 The physical charge of
formal level is not mysterious but completely legible and
from preexisting film, music, and radio to communicate
“performing” collage upon and through the body is a
their specific cultural moment. Drawing parallels between
relevant for the production of content. Foell proposes
transient and, at times, hallucinatory dislocation.
process Schneemann became most famous for in her 1964
the language of advertisement and political rhetoric,
painting and language-based experiments with broadened
Two of her compositions, Welcome Abroad and Don’t Think Right, It’s
15 “Lorraine O’Grady-Alexander Gray Associates.” Accessed
All Twice, are playing in the Franklin Street Works’ café.
performances Meat Joy in which the layering of bodies
Anderson utilizes the material of the broadly shared
results. One of her past solo exhibitions was titled
November 3, 2015. http://www.alexandergray.com/newsevents/2015-05-28_lorraine-oand39grady.
The Delphinium Version referring to a fresh bouquet of delphiniDon’t Think Right, It’s All Twice, the title a twist on Bob Dylan’s
and the overlapping of dead meat, fish, poultry, paint,
medium of television to reflect on both its limitations
ums, part of the installation, also a nod to an Elaine
song Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right, was composed between 2006transparent plastic, and various material scraps
and potential.
2013 for five different live performances of moving image
Scarry essay, “Imagining Flowers: Perceptual Mimesis
amplified a space of “flesh as material.”24
16 Warhol, Robyn R. Feminism: An Anthology of Literary Theory
and Criticism. Rev. [2nd] ed. New Brunswick, N.J.:Rutgers
and sound. Welcome Abroad (2011) was started while Bennett
(Particularly Delphinium).” Another show called L’idiot de
University Press, 1997. 438-449.
la Famille was entitled after Jean-Paul Sartre’s unfinished
Her work has been exhibited worldwide, including
was stranded in the United States for an extended period
biography of Flaubert. Her approach speaks to the charged
the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles; Whitney
after the Icelandic volcano eruption blocked her British
Phyllis Baldino
visual and textual space built out of what is absent and
Museum of American Art; Centre Pompidou, Paris; and
homeland’s airspace. For the album, Bennett derived
Phyllis Baldino is a Brooklyn-based artist who engages
17 “Janice Tanaka.” Electronic Arts Intermix: Biography.”
Accessed December 2, 2015. http://www.eai.org/artistBio.
present. This is accomplished in part by how the books
the Museum of Modern Art. Schneemann is the recipient
thematic material of displacement, travel, and a longing
in a conceptual art practice that merges performance,
htm?id=407
are displayed and which pages are open for the viewer to
of a Guggenheim Fellowship, Pollock-Krasner Foundation
for elsewhere, from the natural disaster that caused
video, sculpture and installation. With wit and ingenuexperience. The references and associations, what the
Grants, National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship,
her own predicament. In an essay entitled “Is This Light
ity, Baldino uses anecdotal conceptual humor and an
18 Bennett, Vicki. “Is This Light Music?” People Like Us.
artist reveals or denies of her subject, become potent
a Rockefeller Foundation Fellowship, and the Ono Lennon
Music?” Bennett writes:
implied narrativity to question the function and meaning
August 10, 2010. Accessed December 11, 2015.
metaphors in Foell’s process.
Courage Award, among others. She has also published four
of everyday objects and gestures. Her witty inquiries are
http://peoplelikeus.org/2010/is-this-light-musicMy work has been described as having “dark”
books and taught at many institutions, including New
often informed by scientific or philosophical principles.
essay-by-vicki-bennett/
and “sinister” undertones. Although I don’t
York University, California Institute of the Arts, Bard
think it dark in the negative sense of the word,
College, and the School of the Art Institute of Chicago.
Baldino’s video, The Unknown Series, reflects on objects,
19 Johnson, Ryan. “Sheila Pepe by Ryan Johson.” Bomb—Artbought at thrift and second hand stores, whose function,
Susan Howe
the act of mixing several musical elements at
ists in Conversation. 2012. Accessed December 2, 2015.
or lack thereof, are lent to darkly humorous speculative
Susan Howe is a Connecticut-based poet known for
once, sometimes with discordant harmonies
http://bombmagazine.org/article/6439/sheila-pepe.
investigation. Through the documentation of short
innovative verse that crosses genres and disciplines in
and incongruous structure, can bring subversive
video performances, Baldino creates different personae
its theoretical structure and approach to history.
Nancy Shaver
results. This is because the expectation of
20 Johnson, Ryan. “Sheila Pepe by Ryan Johson.” Bomb—Artto work with and rethink these ambiguous “things.” In
Howe earned a degree from the Boston Museum School of
Nancy Shaver is a visual artist based in Jefferson, NY.
music, at least if it’s going to be popular, is
ists in Conversation. 2012. Accessed December 2, 2015.
the process a new, often further abstracted, materiality
Fine Arts in 1961 and studied acting in Dublin. She
She was born in Appleton, NY and received her BFA
that it should be clear and simple, adhering to
http://bombmagazine.org/article/6439/sheila-pepe.
16
arises, unifying the object and its persona, as well as
is the author of several books of poems and two volumes
from Pratt Institute in 1969. Since 1972, Shaver has
a conventional melodic rhythmical structure.”
the medium of video and sculptural intervention. Through
of criticism, and has received two American Book
shown nationally and internationally, and has been
21 Ringgold, Faith. “Faith Ringgold Chronology.” 2003.
Baldino’s video performances, these cheaply made
Awards from the Before Columbus Foundation, as well as
the recipient of numerous awards and honors including
Accessed December 2, 2015. http://www.faithringgold.com/
ringgold/chron_rev.pdf.
American objects transform into the personally peculiar.
a Guggenheim Fellowship (1996). In 1998, Howe was
a Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship (2010), Anonymous
Sheila Pepe
Baldino writes:
a distinguished fellow at the Stanford Institute of
Was A Woman Award (2008), Pollack-Krasner Foundation
Sheila Pepe is a Brooklyn-based artist and educator best
the Humanities, and was elected to the American Academy
Grant (1993), and two MacDowell Fellowships (1973, 1972),
22 Faith Ringgold: Artist & Activist. http://www.makers.com/
known for her large-scale, ephemeral installations and
Americans will sell you anything, even if they do
of Arts and Sciences in 1999. In 2011, she received
amongst others. Most recently, Shaver was a Visiting
faith-ringgold. 2012. Film.
sculpture made from domestic and industrial materials.
not know what it is. So, I bought used ‘things.’
Yale University’s Bollingen Prize in American Poetry.
Artist at Lesley University (2015) and a Senior Artist
She received her BFA from Massachusetts College of
This series uses 30 of these objects in separate
Howe was a longtime professor of English at the
in Residence at Northwestern University’s Graduate
23 Style Wars. Directed by Tony Silver. Public Art Films,
Art (1983) and her MFA from the School of the Museum
scenarios. I film a process that takes place in less
State University of New York at Buffalo and held the
Program in Giverney, France (2011). She also runs Henry,
Plexifilm, 1983. Film.
of Fine Arts, Boston (1995). Pepe was a resident faculty
than 60 seconds. This brief footage is an excerpt,
Samuel P. Capen Chair of Poetry and the Humanities.
a non-art object antique shop located in Hudson, NY.
member at Skowhegan School of Art in 2013, and is
which is actually the completed work. What happens
24 Mariah Robertson’s Chemical Reactions. Directed by Wesley
currently a professor at Cornell and Yale University.
before and after is unknown.8
Howe’s visual poems reflect her ongoing interest in
Shaver makes dense, often whimsical sculptures
Miller and Nick Ravich. Art 21, 2014. Film.
She has exhibited widely throughout the United
marginalized, fragmented histories. Howe studied visual
and wall-based assemblages out of mundane or found
States and abroad in solo and group exhibitions as well
art at the School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
materials such as upholstery and t-shirt fabric,
25 “Body Collage.” Electronic Arts Intermix: Carolee Schneeas collaborative projects, with venues including
Soon after graduating, she began to make collages out of
cardboard boxes, furniture, wood, and metal remnants.
mann. Accessed December 2, 2015. http://www.eai.org/
Dodie Bellamy
the Weatherspoon Art Museum, MoMA PS1, the Contemporary
old engineering instruction manuals, maps, and charts,
These eclectic materials lend themselves to Shaver’s
title.htm?id=13364.
Dodie Bellamy is a San Francisco-based writer whose work
Art Museum Houston, and the Leslie Lohman Museum
establishing what soon became her unique form of visual
singular treatments, the way in which she collects
spans fiction, essays, poetry, memoir, sex writing, and
of Lesbian and Gay Art, among others.
poetry. Her most recent work involves photocopied
being as much a part of the work as how they are brought
26 Schneemann, Carolee. Accessed December 2, 2015. http://
blogging. Her latest book is When the Sick Rule the World, from
and cut up passages from facsimile editions and concorto form. This attuned appropriative eye led Shaver
www.caroleeschneemann.com/meatjoy.html.
Semiotext(e). Her chapbook Barf Manifesto was named best
Pepe refers to her technique as “improvisational
dances. Through this process, language is spliced
to found her Hudson Valley store, Henry, as a location
book of 2009 under 30 pages by Time Out New York. Another
and taped like filmic remnants picked up from the edit ing
crochet (and knitting)” in which materials ranging
in which home materials, collected, or purchased by
27 Hewitt, Leslie. “Cauleen Smith by Leslie Hewitt.” BOMB
chapbook, The Beating of Our Hearts, was included in the 2014
floor. “From start to finish in my work, I’ve been
from shoelaces, nautical towline, crochet/textile
Shaver, are layered in a Dada nod to the ordinary as art.
Magazine—Cauleen Smith by Leslie Hewitt. 2011. Accessed
Whitney Biennial.
involved with images,” Howe reflects, “The porous border
remnants, and a range of hardware are employed to
She believes in the equalized value and creative merit
December 11, 2015. http://bombmagazine.org/article/5111/
12
17
cauleen-smith
between visual and verbal is always there.” These
suspend, twist, and pull form through architecture.
of a vast range of goods, regardless of expense. Along
In Cunt Norton, Bellamy uses The Norton Anthology of Poetry, a
poems have a sonic quality, and Howe frequently performs
The act of building something out of the body and into
with the work To Richie Rich #2 several of Shaver’s studio
standard classroom text for poetry students, to
chairs are in use throughout the gallery as seating.
them as scores in collaboration with pianist and
architectural space takes cues from histories of
28 “Press Release Martine Syms “Vertical Elevated
generate “feminist détournement.”9 In Bellamy’s cut-ups,
sound artist David Grubbs. On view are works from two
feminist craft-based conceptualism of the 1960’s-70’s,
Oblique”’ Bridget Donahue Gallery. Accessed December
11, 2015. http://www.bridgetdonahue.nyc/exhibitions/
which are both humorous and vulgar in their construct,
of Howe’s books including Tom Tit Tot and Frolic Architecture.
including artists such as Faith Wilding and Magdalena
martine-syms-vertical-elevated-oblique/
canonical poets (mostly white and male) are juxtaposes
Abakanowicz who used materials associated with the
Cauleen Smith
with unattributed pornographic texts, presenting the
domestic in larger scale sculptures. Pepe’s use of mateCauleen Smith is a Chicago-based interdisciplinary
reader with an irreverent conflation of that which culture
rials such as shoelaces stems from family history; her
Jennie C. Jones
artist whose work reflects upon the everyday possibilideems sacred and profane. One of the originators of
grandfather was an Italian immigrant who repaired shoes
Jennie C. Jones is a Brooklyn-based visual and sonic
ties of the imagination. Operating in multiple
San Francisco’s New Narrative literary movement of the
upon arriving in the United States.18 The constant turn
of phrase, the rapid temporal staccato where crochet
artist. She received her MFA degree from Rutgers
materials and arenas, Smith roots her work firmly within
1970-1980’s, involving writers such as Kathy Acker
is densely entangled into an almost frenetic abstraction,
University, Mason Gross School of the Arts in 1996.
the discourse of mid-twentieth-century experimental film.
and Gary Indiana, Bellamy is interested in developing
is heightened by areas of droopy, humorous looseness,
Prior to that she attended The School of the Art InstiShe received a BA in Creative Arts from San Francisco
tools to rethink and subvert the structure of narrative
bringing a sonic quality to Pepe’s work. This approach
tute of Chicago, receiving a BFA in 1991, with FellowState University and an MFA from the University
storytelling.10 In her work, genre bending is as much
a preoccupation as sexual and political experimentation.
to material is frequently brought out of the gallery and
ship. A ten-year survey exhibition of her work, Compilation,
of California, Los Angeles School of Theater Film and
curated by Valerie Cassel Oliver, will be on view at
Bellamy reflects:
into the streets in works like Origin of the World, Liquid Sky,
Television. Her films, objects, and installations
and Bus Lines where materials interact with existing envithe Contemporary Arts Museum Houston from December 12,
have been featured in group exhibitions at the Studio
ronments. For her piece at Franklin Street Works, Sheila
2015 through March 27, 2016. A book published by Gregory
I’m compelled to take risks in my work, to
Museum of Harlem, Houston Contemporary Art Museum,
has been commissioned to create the entryway to sound
R. Miller will accompany the exhibition.
write toward taboo, both content-wise
Yerba Buena Center for Art, the New Museum, New York,
collage artist Ruth Anderson’s listening nook.
and formally. This can create a lot of anxiety.
and Decad, Berlin; and has had solo shows at The Kitchen,
Jones’ work investigates, as she puts it, “the physical
To keep going I have to shut out my awareness
MCA Chicago, and Threewalls, Chicago. Smith is the
residue of music.”13 Interested in materials commonly
of an audience and throw myself into my fictive
recipient of several grants and awards including the
used to create and listen to music, Jones’ experimental
world like some outsider artist perv. Think
Rockefeller Media Arts Award, Creative Capital Film/
painting, sculpture, and collage works include tangled
Faith Ringgold
Henry Darger salivating over his nubile cutVideo, Chicago 3Arts Grant, the Foundation for Contempoearbuds, noise-cancelling instrument cable, strips of
Faith Ringgold is a New Jersey-based painter, writer,
outs. When I do that, subject matter becomes
rary Arts, Chicago Expo Artadia Award, and Rauschenberg
audiotape, black piano keys, bits of wire, and acoustic
speaker, mixed media sculptor and performance
sculptural--these bits of material that
Residency. Smith also serves as faculty for the
absorbers. The visual is saturated with a history
artist. Ringgold holds a Bachelor’s of Art and Master’s
I manipulate until everything makes sense
Vermont College of Fine Arts low-residency MFA program.
of music, particularly the relationship Jones continues
of Art from City College, New York City. Her work
in this alternate reality.11
to establish in her work between 1950’s avant-garde
often explores themes of race, family and community
Smith’s Chronicles of a Lying Spirit (by Kelly Gabron) reflects on the
confluence of film’s role as fiction and document. Incorexperimental jazz and visual art movements such as
through storytelling, with early paintings and
porating scrolling text and collaged photographs, Smith
Abstract Expressionism and Minimalism. In her sound
posters supporting civil rights. She is best known
Ofri Cnaani
creates a persona whose narrative is represented in
work You Make Me Feel Like 100 Billie Holiday Songs, the link between
for her painted quilts and techniques that disregard
Ofri Cnaani is a New York-based artist and educator who
singer Billie Holiday’s distinctive voice and the
both first and third person, and whose timeline travels
the distinction between fine art and craft.
works in time-based media, live-cinema performances,
electronic manipulation of its layering creates a
across history and place from the Middle Passage to
and large-scale installations. She also teaches at
discordant space that swiftly negates romantic lyrical
surf-punk California. Smith has said of her work, “I
Ringgold’s art and activism have had a significant
the School of Visual Arts and International Center of
sentiment. The vocal residue inserts Holiday into a
excavate my own memories and I insert myself into
influence on the art world we know today. In 1970 she
Photography (ICP) in New York. Cnaani has had solo
lineage of post-1967 conceptual art that Jones is engaged
memories and histories that are not mine to try and
participated in the Ad Hoc Women’s Art Committee
exhibitions and performances at The Metropolitan Museum
with, bringing seemingly disparate elements
recuperate them.”25 The film repeats twice in its
demonstrations at the Whitney Museum. Her particular
entirety, drawing the viewer to reflect on the “double
of Art, MoMA PS1, NYC; The Fisher Museum of Art, L.A.;
into conversation.
contributions resulted in the inclusion of Betye Saar
life” of film and image, as well as the function of
Andrea Meislin Gallery, NYC; Pack Gallery, Milan; and
and Barbara Chase-Riboud, making them the first black
memory, history, and self-portraiture.
Herzlyia Museum of Art, Israel. Cnaani has shown in group
women ever to exhibit at the Whitney.19 Ringgold began
making her painted “story quilts” in the 1980’s.
exhibitions at The Kitchen, NYC; Bronx Museum of the
Drawn from African American history, they often engage
Alexis Knowlton
Arts, NYC; Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna; Arnolfini Foundation
in the liberation of prominent historical and cultural
Alexis Knowlton is a Berlin-based artist who works
Museum, Bristol, UK; Tel Aviv Museum; The Israel Museum,
Meredyth Sparks
figures,a famous example being her first story quilt
primarily with conceptual writing and painting. She has
Jerusalem; and the Prague Triennale.
Who’s Afraid of Aunt Jemima. In it, Aunt Jemima, the pancake
Meredyth Sparks is a New York based-artist whose
an MFA in Painting from the Yale School of Art and an
mix brand figurehead born out of the 19th century
densely layered collages and paintings are uncanny
Cnaani’s prints are based on a participatory performance
MA in Art in Context from the University of the Arts in
minstrelsy and its racist Southern past, becomes a
formalist inventions existing somewhere between
by Cnaani entitled Wrong Tools in which the artist
Berlin. She is currently interested in the joys and
provides gallery walk-ins with spiritual “readings” in
successful, attractive entrepreneur, freed from her
figuration and abstraction. Her practice is informed
problems of self-portraiture, especially as a feminist
the Internet age. This project expands on the idea
burdensome history. “She becomes an entrepreneur and
by an array of sources within radical politics, music,
project.
20
of visuality, visibility and vulnerability in our imageis just fabulous in my story,” Ringgold reflects.
the historical avant-garde, labor and gender. Sparks’
Subway Graffiti #2 was created soon after Ringgold’s trip to
saturated digital culture. In it, the structure of the
work has been widely exhibited in international gallery
Knowlton’s web-based project http://leadpipe.us/ accumulates,
archives, redacts, and makes order out of her dayJapan in 1987, a trip that had a great influence on
“readings,” inspired by fortune-tellers and tarot cards,
and museum contexts. Solo exhibitions include Windows
and Screens, The Arts Club of Chicago, Chicago; Striped Bare,
to-day writing. In this work, the banal is transcribed,
her work. The depiction of a large crowd of people
are manifested in an ad-hoc image production station
Veneklasen/Werner, Berlin and Extraction, Elizabeth Dee
cut apart, and collaged together to read as a seemsurrounded by subway iconography swells with political
in which a scanner bed turned table or photocopier serve
Gallery, New York. Group exhibitions include Test Pattern,
ingly endless scroll of data that is both readable
subtext as Mayor Ed Koch vehemently and publicly opposed
as the chosen medium between artist and visitor. The
The Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; Out of Focus,
and arcane. The burdensome task of inserting personal
graffiti culture in the late 1970’s and 1980’s, ulticustom-made, one-of-a-kind “image maps” produced during
Saatchi Gallery, London; The Record: Contemporary Art and Vinyl,
quandary into an emotionless data field illustrates
mately seeing to its end.21 The quilt, which integrates
these encounters include statements such as: “You
found textile around the figurative acrylic on canvas
ICA, Boston and The 2nd Moscow Biennial.
slippages between intellectual engagement and an
have the right to be left alone,” “Your things have the
center panel, creates a complex relationship between
increasingly detached, technology-driven society. A
right to be forgotten,” and “What you are looking for
Sparks involves textile, digital, and painting
flattened and deep space in which the graffiti both recedes
parallel can be drawn between Knowlton’s http://leadpipe.us/
does not exist,” among others, highlighting fundamental
histories in her collage-based works where digitally
and Lee Lozano’s Drop-Out Piece of the 1970’s in which
and foregrounds--much like the play between flatness
paradoxes of personhood of the media era.
printed canvas and fabric are at play with craft
the artist used herself as medium for a series of
and dimension in traditional Japanese screen paintings.
based labor-intensive practices of cutting and sewing.
conceptual writing experiments, often engaging in a
Ringgold is professor emeritus at the University
Her work often occupies an illusionistic space, as
method of adding and obscuring written content, similar
of California, San Diego and is the recipient of
with her “Extraction” series where a radiator cover is
in look and feel to government documents.14 Knowlton
Lourdes Correa-Carlo
mentions Lozano along with Edward Snowden within the body
numerous awards, including 22 Honorary Doctor of Fine
meticulously cut out square by square to cast shadows
Lourdes Correa-Carlo is a New York-based artist. She
of her expansive text piece, framing questions around
Arts Degrees. She received awards from the National
on the wall. With Extraction (Black Checks, with padding) the
holds an MFA in Sculpture from Yale University, and a
conversions from one material to another, woven fabric
the cultural and political risk of revealing the personal
Endowment for the Arts and the New York Foundation for
BFA in Sculpture from Escuela de Artes Plasticas
to digital print for example, play off histories of the
in an increasingly invasive technological landscape.
the Arts, and is the recipient of the NAACP Image Award
in San Juan. Correa-Carlo’s work has been exhibited at
readymade as well as feminist traditions of infusing
and a Guggenheim Fellowship. Her art has been widely
The Poly/Graphic Triennial in San Juan; International
conceptual tracings of hand and body with content from
exhibited in museums and galleries across the world and
Studio and Curatorial Program in Brooklyn, NY; Real
Carrie Moyer
domestic interior spaces.
is included in many private and public art collections
Art Ways in Hartford, CT; Bronx Museum in New York; Art
Carrie Moyer is a Brooklyn-based painter and writer.
including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, National
Center South Florida in Miami; Julius Caesar in Chicago;
She grew up in the Pacific Northwest and attended
Museum of American Art, Museum of Modern Art, Solomon
Marc Jancou Gallery in New York; Beta Local in San
Pratt Institute (BFA, 1985), New York Institute of
R. Guggenheim Museum, and Boston Museum of Fine Art.
Juan; and Agustina Ferreyra Gallery in San Juan. She
Martine Syms
Technology (MA, 1990), Skowhegan School of Art (1995),
is an artist in residence at ISCP in Williamsburg, NY and
Martine Syms is a Los Angeles-based artist and
and Bard College (MFA, 2001). Grants and honors include
participated at the Core Program, Museum of Fine Arts
the founder of Dominica, a publishing imprint dedicated
a Guggenheim Fellowship in Painting, Joan Mitchell
Houston in Texas, AIM Program from the Bronx Museum
to exploring blacknuss in visual culture. Her artwork
Foundation Grant, Anonymous Was a Woman Award, Creative
Mariah Robertson
in New York, and The Center for Photography in Woodstock,
has been exhibited and screened extensively, including
Capital, and Art Matters Fellowship among others.
Mariah Robertson is a Brooklyn-based visual artist
NY. Her work has been reviewed in Culture Map Houston, Art in
America, Art Lies, and Art Nexus, among other publications.
presentations at Locust Projects, the New Museum,
exploring alternative photographic practices.
Moyer has exhibited extensively in both the US and
The Studio Museum in Harlem, Museum of Contemporary Art
She received her BFA from University of California,
In Between the Two, Correa-Carlo presents floor-based
Europe since 1994, participating in exhibitions at
Los Angeles, MCA Chicago, Green Gallery, Gene Siskel
Berkeley (1997) and her MFA from Yale University (2005).
sculptural configurations of twelve mirrored Spanish
MoMA PS1, Worcester Museum, American University Museum,
Film Center, White Flag Projects, and Bridget Donahue
Her work has been included in the exhibitions Greater
New York, MoMA PS1, Queens (2010); THE JOY OF C-PRINTS, in a sculptural
and English words, reproduced in wax and wood. Five are
Weatherspoon Museum, Palm Beach ICA, Cooper Hewitt,
in New York; additionally, she has lectured at
presentation, NOMA Gallery, San Francisco (2010);Color as Form:
on view in the gallery: Adaptation, Vulnerable,
Shedhalle (Zurich) and Le Magasin (Grenoble), among
Yale University, SXSW, California Institute of the
Playing the Spectrum, Silver Eye Centre for Photography, PittsUncertain, Fragile, and sin/sin (without). Each word
others. She is represented by DC Moore Gallery, New York,
Arts, University of Chicago, Johns Hopkins University,
burgh (2010); A Word Like Tomorrow Wears Things Out, Sikkema Jenis designed as an interstitial space between English
and is currently an Associate Professor at Hunter
and MoMA PS1, among other venues.
kins, New York (2010); WRONG: a program of text and image, Eighth
and Spanish and is organized not to be immediately
College. Her critical writing has appeared in Art in America,
Artforum, Brooklyn Rail, and Modern Painters.
Veil, Los Angeles (2009); and From Viennese Actionism
readable. Between the Two is influenced by two texts including
In Syms’ sculpture Vertical Horizontal Extended, Vertical Elevated Oblique,
to the Triumph of Vince Young, CRG Gallery, New York (2008),
A Thread Or Line That Holds Things Together, double-sided photoMaurice Merleau-Ponty’s “Cézanne’s Doubt” dealing with
Carrie Moyer & Sheila Pepe’s Women’s History Month Commemorative
among others.
graphs feature images of women sourced from family
post-impressionist painter Paul Cézanne’s preStamps, US Postal Service, Lesbian Art Division draws from feminist
photos, magazines, advertisements, movies, and
occupation with the perception of objects rather than
Robertson’s work occupies a space between photography and
agitprop traditions of reclaiming unacknowledged histelevision. In this and other works from the series,
the representation of them, and Roland Barthes’ A Lover’s
Discourse in which Barthes contends with an amorous
sculptural installation. The artist embraces
tories through political pranks and populist détournement,
a play on the popular joke, “Everbody wanna be a black
subject. Correa-Carlo creates a complex rendering of
translated from the French as hijacking or misapproirregular chemical reactions and negative collage techwoman, but nobody wanna be a black woman” serves
psychologically charged words drawn from Barthes’
priation. Taking the national stamp as a starting point,
niques, frequently eschewing the conventional picture
as an elliptical phrase expressed through sculptural
text, evoking a space between sculpture and language,
their mischievous design reflects an unlikely cast
frame and taking the images into sculptural space.
and photographic notation. These photographs are mounted
representation and perception. How one reads and
of characters including writer Audre Lorde, sculptor
Robertson reflects, “I always enjoy trying to make someon century stands, typically used for film production,
brings their own bodies into the work is something that
Judy Pfaff, artist Adrian Piper, and women’s rights
thing out of the unwanted thing and go deeper into
tracing histories of photomontage (and cut-up) through
Correa-Carlo is preoccupied with in her sculptures,
advocate Lucretia Mott among many others. Broken down
the disaster.”22 In her work the photo paper is often
the lens of contemporary Internet image circulation.
draped, scrolled and treated as an installation. Even
photography, and installations.
into sets, one stamp headline reads: “Women! Artists!
Syms views each image as featuring a “speaking motion”
when works are framed, the frame frequently acts
Judys!” and includes medallion-style images of Judy
that forms “a chorus of action.”26
as a sculptural element, crumpled edges become part
Chicago, Judy Garland, and Judith Bernstein. It first
of their presentation as can be seen in the work 95.
appeared in “Hung” Magazine, edited by Sur Rodney Sur.
mayme donsker
Janice Tanaka
Mayme Donsker is a Los Angeles based artist and educator.
Janice Tanaka is a Los Angeles-based video artist
Her work concerns looking closely at anonymous subjects
whose works utilize original footage, appropriated
in found photographs to jog collective memories and
Lorraine O’Grady
media images, and layered electronic processing
point at gestures, bodily traces of complexity, connectLorraine O’Grady is a New York-based conceptual artist.
to transform the autobiographical into the universal.
edness, or just a quiet moment where nothing monumental
Her practice spans performance art, photography and
She received her BFA and MFA from the Art Institute
is really happening; a pause for distance, a pause
video installation, moving media and photomontage, with
of Chicago, and currently teaches at the California
for discernment where there is no real difference between
projects focused on issues such as diaspora, feminism,
Institute of the Arts. Tanaka is the recipient
nothingness and spectacle. She holds an MFA in Painting
race, class and social identity, as well as comment
of several National Endowment for the Arts Fellowships
on how such concerns have affected art discourse and the
and Printmaking from Virginia Commonwealth Univerand an American Film Institute grant, and her works
sity, and a BFA in Painting from the Rhode Island School
history of modernism.
have been exhibited internationally, at festivals and
of Design. Mayme was Assistant Professor of painting
institutions including the 1991 and 1993 Biennial
O’Grady turned to visual arts in the late 1970’s
and printmaking at Virginia Commonwealth University
Exhibitions at the Whitney Museum of American Art, New
and became an important alternative voice in New York’s
Qatar 2012-13, and is currently the lead facilitator of
York; Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago; Asian Ameriart world. She has been a Bunting Fellow at
Tools for Peace, teaching mindfulness and meditation
can International Video Festival; The Museum of Modern
Radcliffe Institute, a Senior Fellow at the New School,
to youth and adults.
Art, New York; The Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston;
received an Anonymous Was A Woman award, and was
Long Beach Museum of Art, California; Bonn Videonale; and
Donsker’s collage works include fragmented found photognamed a Rockefeller Fellow in Visual Art. She received
the World Wide Video Festival, The Hague.
raphy and are influenced by histories of scrapbooking
numerous other awards, including the CAA Distinguished
and ephemera arrangement. She frames narratives around
Feminist Award, Lifetime Achievement Award from
In a post-Youtube era one takes for granted how easy
these bits of culture to form relationships between
Howard University, United States Artists Rockefeller
it is to download and manipulate day-to-day news
herself as a maker and the visual world that informs her.
Fellowship and is a Creative Capital Awardee in Visual
and cultural detritus. In Tanaka’s Beaver Valley of 1980,
Images of women suspended, floating, or drowning in an
Art. Her work is held in the permanent collections
the process of infusing electronic ephemera into deconimage minefield often are drawn from folkloric stories
of The Art Institute of Chicago, Brooklyn Museum, Los
structive video montage is amplified by the insertion of
and blues ballads. Donsker’s work, which is indebted to
Angeles County Museum of Art, Studio Museum in Harlem,
pesonal commentary and fragmented nude self-portraiture.
traditions of the handmade, works against conventional
and Walker Art Center, among others.
Resisting Hollywood definitions of beauty, femininity,
definitions of nostalgia where the past is romanticized
and sexuality geared toward the male viewer’s consumption
O’Grady’s Cutting Out The New York Times (1977/2015) reveals
and untouched. In her works the past informs the heightthe artist’s nuanced perspectives on art history-(or “the male gaze” as feminist film critic Laura Mulvey
ened present in its quiet but aggressive perforation.
traditions stemming from Dada, Futurism, and Surrealism
coined it in her 1975 essay “Visual Pleasure and Narra--as well as the contemporaneous effects of feminism
tive Cinema”), Tanaka, along with other important video
and multiculturalism within the art world of the lateartists of the time period including Dara Birnbaum,
1970’s and early 1980’s. O’Grady’s work frequently
were engaged in dismantling representations of women in
addresses issues of diaspora, hybridity, and black
television advertisement and cinematic imagery.27 Tanaka
writes, “I strive for my work to incorporate a primary
female subjectivity through installation, performances,
visceral effect, coupled with an analytical statement
and text based inquiry. This series, created over 26
reflecting the multiplicity of a particular experience and
consecutive Sundays in 1977, unfixes headlines from their
observation.”28
original context to create cut-up poems. In the process
O’Grady welcomes what she describes as, “the random
in order to expose and force meaning back into it,” and
the act of making, “an effort to construct out of that
random public language a private-self, to rescue a kind
of rational madness from the irrational Western culture I
felt inundated by.”15

Heike-Karin FoEll
Heike-Karin Foell is a Berlin-based artist and art
historian who works with materiality and mechanics of
language and painting, treating textuality as equally
a vehicle of content, a visual motif and a material
form. She has lectured, taught and presented her work
in institutions including Akademie der Bildenden Künste
Karlsruhe, Merz Akademie Stuttgart, basso Berlin,
the Georgian National Museum Tbilisi, Hayward Gallery
London, Hebbel am Ufer Theater and Berghain Berlin.
She ran the independent project space Glasspavilion on RosaLuxemburg-Platz in Berlin from 2007 to 2009, and
is currently teaching History, Theory, Criticism and
Practice of Contemporary Art at the Universität der
Künste Berlin, where she is working on a dissertation.
Her work is represented by Mathew Gallery, Berlin and
New York.
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Ruth Anderson
Ruth Anderson is a New-York based composer, flutist and
orchestrator. She was the founding director of the
Electronic Music Studio at Hunter College, CUNY, where
she taught from 1966 to 1989. Anderson has designed
audio biofeedback devices and electronic sound games,
and her compositions include electroacoustic music
designed to reduce stress. Her participatory and
interactive works to help center oneself and bring
awareness of a unity with others. Anderson’s work has
been featured in festivals, radio broadcasts and
in performances worldwide, and she has received grants
from the NEA, NYSCA, CAPS, the Alice M. Ditson Fund,
and a Fulbright Award.

